Role of the frontal lobes in the propagation of mesial temporal lobe seizures.
The depth ictal electroencephalographic (EEG) propagation sequence accompanying 78 complex partial seizures of mesial temporal origin was reviewed in 24 patients (15 from the University of Pittsburgh Epilepsy Center and 9 from UCLA). All patients were monitored with bilateral mesial frontal and mesial temporal depth electrodes and later received anterior temporal lobectomy. Ictal EEG records were categorized according to sequence of spread from the temporal focus to the other regions. Although propagation patterns varied both within and between patients, certain features were notable: (a) It was very common for seizure activity to spread initially to the ipsilateral frontal lobe (observed in 22 of 24 patients). (b) The most common mode of spread (15 of 24 patients) was initiating temporal lobe----ipsilateral frontal lobe----contralateral frontal lobe----contralateral temporal lobe. (c) Occasionally, seizure discharges invaded the frontal lobes but failed to invade the contralateral temporal lobe (2 of 24 patients). (d) Seizure activity occasionally invaded the contralateral temporal lobe prior to invading the frontal lobes (2 of 24 patients). Other notable features included (i) a clear tendency for mesial temporal seizure discharges initially to invade orbitofrontal (as opposed to anterior cingulate) cortex and (ii) the emergence of a period of clear asymmetry in the frontal lobes during which high-amplitude, rapid discharges were present on the side ipsilateral to the initiating temporal lobe. These results suggest that the prefrontal region, especially the orbitofrontal cortex, is strongly influenced by mesial temporal ictal activity. This region appears to be frequently involved in the propagation of seizures initiated in the mesial temporal lobe and may play a role in the interhemispheric propagation of mesial temporal seizures.